prehensive knowledge discovery considers both the spatial relations and attributes of spatial entities or objects. We introduce the theory of spatial knowledge expression system and some concepts including comprehensive knowledge discovery and spatial union information table (SUIT). In theory, SUIT records all information contained in the studied objects, but in reality, because of the complexity and varieties of spatial relations, only those factors of interest to us are selected. In order to find out the comprehensive knowledge from spatial databases, an efficient comprehensive knowledge discovery algorithm called recycled algorithm (RAR) is suggested.
Knowledge discovery from databases (KDD) or data mining (DM) has been an area of increasing interests in recent years, esp. in the field of machine learning, pattern recognition, statistics, artificial intelligence, and high performance computing u-3:. The development of GIS has eased the management of spatial data, which carries topological and/or direction and/or distance information and which is usually organized in sophisticated, multi-dimensional spatial indexing structures. But knowledge discovery from spatial databases imposes a difficult task on data managers. The discovered knowledge can be grouped into spatial information generalization, spatial association, spatial classification and spatial clustering. Both experience and theory study prove that knowledge discovery from spatial databases (KDSD) can not be independent of spatial objects attributes and spatial objects and their attributes should be connected together to give a complete expression of spatial objects.
It is very important to construct a suitable spatial datamining model that can ease the process of KDSD 2 Theory and concepts
Spatial knowledge expression system
LetS=(U,C,D,V,f), andU = {ul, u2, "., u. ,where U is a finite set of objects~ A = C U D is the attribute set ~ C = { a~ , a2 , "'" , a,. } is the condition attribute set 
Some concepts

Comprehensive knowledge discovery
Comprehensive knowledge discovery is to analyse comprehensively the spatial characters as well as the attributes of spatial entities and to find out the deep regulations that are stored implicitly in the attribute information and spatial information of their objects.
For example, in the process of analysing the influential factors upon the crop yield, we should not only consider the possible attribute factors such as climate, soil fertility, soil texture, etc., but also consider the spatial information (climate and soil fertility distribution) that may contain unknown spatial association patterns which can then be used to support the decision for crop planting area planning and yield evaluation.
Spatial union information table (SUIT)
SUIT is defined as the information table con Table 1 . The value of the elements in Table 1 shows the relative neighbourhood index between entities shown in Fig. 1 . SUIT" will be used to stand for SUIT in the following sections. 
